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Doing Translation Well

It seems to me that there is more to any job than one would first imagine. Take house
painting. I’m not particularly talented in home improvement, and so it came as a surprise
to me that I couldn’t just slap some new paint on top of the old. No, to do it right and be
pleased with the result, old paint had to be chipped and sanded, the surface repaired and
primed, the areas not to be painted taped off, and then we could paint. But even the painting was more involved as there were sprays and different brushes to use. We went through
all these steps because, as the adage states, “Any job worth doing is worth doing well.”
The same is true for translation. To the uninitiated, it’s simple: get your bilingual
relative to do it or buy a software product and all your problems will be solved. Well,
here are some articles to help you understand just what is involved in doing translation
well, what questions you should ask before embarking on a project, and points to consider along the way.
Corinne McKay gets us started with basic tips on how to be an educated translation
consumer. John Freivalds explores the management of translation projects and also gives
us “tales from the front” illustrating the importance of educating translation clients.
Translators can choose to work in-house or freelance. Nancy A. Locke looks at this choice
from the translator’s perspective.
And what about the technology that translates for us? A reader called us and told us
that management had placed her in charge of a translation project, suggesting she just buy
an off-the-shelf product to solve their needs. There is technology to help. Jeff Allen
describes how to get the best results from these tools. Inspired by the reader query, Jerry
Luther shows us three ways to explore translation options and perhaps create some convincing documents for management in the process. — Donna Parrish, Publisher
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How to Be an Educated
Translation Consumer
Corinne McKay
“Hello. We need some documents translated,
or interpreted maybe. They’re in Chinese, or
maybe Japanese, actually some of both, they’re
handwritten, so I can’t really tell. But we need
them in English, and maybe Spanish too, but
they’re long and we don’t have much money. We
need them in two days, can your translation
computer do that?”
“We bought software that translated our
website into thirteen languages, and now we’re
getting these e-mails from people who read the
French version and think that our company,
which is a sheet metal company, sells children’s
clothing. What happened?”
“Translation is too expensive and takes too
long. We don’t need it.”
If these scenarios sound familiar, don’t be
alarmed. Far too many translation consumers
know far too little about how to ask the questions that ensure a high-quality translation
delivered on time and on budget. In this article, we’ll focus on three key elements of
procuring an excellent translation: advance
preparation, selecting a translation provider,
and helping your provider get it right.

What to Know
Befor e You Star t
Rule number one for the savvy translation consumer is to do some advance work
in preparing the specifications for your
translation project. Doing so not only saves
time when obtaining quotes, but forces you
to define exactly why and how you want this
translation to be done. Furthermore, when
you get translation agencies or translators
on the phone, you’ll be better prepared to
ask the right questions about the services
you need. Before contacting potential translation providers, try answering the following questions.
What is the purpose of this translation?
A “for in-house informational purposes
only” translation is done in a very different
manner than a “for publication” translation,
and your translation vendor needs to know
how you’ll be using the end product. In
addition, this helps define what services

you’ll need to pay for. A translation that’s
done simply so that your VP of marketing
can understand the text of the ad you’re
running in France probably doesn’t require
two rounds of post-translation editing,
while the text of the annual report you’ll
unveil at a shareholder meeting may require
that and more.
What is the word count of the document
to be translated? Most translation projects
are billed by the word, and this will affect
the time estimate for completion of your
project as well.
What is the subject matter of the translation? Be a savvy consumer and know that
translators, especially in common language
pairs, specialize, and that no matter how
obscure the subject matter, you’re likely to find
a translator who knows your terminology —
more about this later.
What language(s) will you need the document translated from and into, and do these languages have regional variations? Are you talking Spanish for Spain or Spanish for Mexico?
French for France or Canadian French? US
English or UK English? In addition, the number of language pairs may affect your decision
to contract with independent translators yourself or use an agency.
What format are the original documents
in? Although it’s true that translation has not
been taken over by computers, computers do
have an important role in helping human
translators work better and faster. You’ll gain
some cost and speed advantages by providing your documents in a read-write electronic
format, such as word processing files or
spreadsheets, rather than as hard copy or
PDFs. Electronic read-write documents can
then be used by translation memory (TM)
programs to help your translators ensure
consistent terminology. Also let your translation vendor know if the documents involve
complex formatting such as financial balance sheets, graphics with captions that will
need to be translated, embedded spreadsheets and so on.
What services other than translation
might you need? Many translation agencies
and even some independent translators can
3

provide multilingual desktop publishing
and graphics services, editing, proofreading,
multilingual tape transcription and so forth.
What is your deadline? Many poor
translations result from deadlines that
human translators simply can’t work fast
enough to meet, resulting in the client’s decision to use machine translation software,
unqualified translators or shady agencies
who deliver substandard work. Whenever
possible, build in buffer time at every stage
of the process, but let your translation
provider know when your due-date is a
drop-dead one.
What is your budget? Many translation
consumers are confused by the enormous
range of rates proposed by translators and
agencies, with a variation of tenfold and
more between the lowest rates offered by
online marketplaces and the highest rates
charged by highly specialized legal, financial, and technical translators. Here is
where it’s crucial to have defined exactly
how and why your documents are to be
translated and what type of linguistic
expertise you need.
Now that you’ve assembled the specifications for your translation project, you can
present a concise, coherent and thorough
request to translation providers, specifying
exactly what you want them to deliver. This
author recently received such a request from
a potential client, reading: “US-based software developer seeking French to English
translation of user manual for database
package, intended for US publication. 80,000
words, 150 graphics captions, Microsoft
Word format. Need translation and editing
within three months. Please respond with
CV, rates for translation and/or editing, sample of previously translated work in the same
subject area, and phone numbers of two
translation-related references. Indicate willingness to work in a team if needed.”

Why Not Do It Yourself?
Confronted with the cost and time
required to produce a high-quality multilingual project, many companies are hit with
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an urge to go it alone. Why not use the skills
of in-house employees who are “fluent” in
the target language? Or the Italian husband
of a family friend? There are several reasons
why these situations cry out “don’t,” and
why industry professionals compare slipshod translation practices to recruiting a
first year medical student to perform major
surgery. First, translators absolutely must be
native speakers of the language they translate into, known in the industry as the target language. Even highly fluent nonnative
speakers may make mistakes that aren’t
readily apparent until a native speaker confronts them. For example, this author witnessed a homemade sign on a hotel in
Kathmandu, Nepal, proudly proclaiming
“We will welcome you so warmly, you will
feel like going home.” While my husband and
I, both native English speakers, doubled over
with laughter, our friend, a highly fluent but
nonnative speaker of English, reread the sign
several times with a quizzical look on his
face, then exclaimed, “Oh! I get it.” As for the
second homegrown option, remember that
translators aren’t just word-substituting
machines; they’re wordsmiths who are writers as well as linguists. Many satisfied translation consumers comment that due to
translators’ highly attuned skills, some
translations actually sound better than the
original documents.
At the recent conference of the American Translators Association (ATA), this
value added became apparent during a presentation on French to English translations
for advertising agencies. Grant Hamilton’s
Quebec City-based agency, Anglocom, was
called on to translate a slogan for the grand
re-opening of a Canadian supermarket, at
which free cake would be offered to all comers. After considering the supermarket’s
image and customer base, Hamilton’s company transformed the original French slogan, Venez prendre part du gâteau, literally
Come have some cake, into the arguably
more effective Have your cake and meet us
too. In the same vein, Hamilton reports that
his agency pays attention to deliberately
unusual choices of terminology, for example, the car manufacturer Saturn’s use of the
word retailer in lieu of the more conventional dealer.

project management yourself, using a translation agency, or a combination solution
such as a freelance project manager. The
best option depends on your available inhouse talent, budget, and the scope of the
project. While certainly not exhaustive, here
are some pros and cons of each model of
translation procurement.
Managing the project in-house using freelance translators:
Pro: Usually the least expensive option
— may yield savings of 40% and more versus using an agency; can work well if your
project involves a small number of language
pairs; you set the terms of the agreement,
such as whether you receive TM files at the
end of the project; allows your company to
work with local translators if available and
meet with them in person; avoids having
to use a “middleman” to communicate
with translators.
Con: Requires employees with the time
and knowledge to recruit and manage translators; translator quality is up to you to
judge; no independent guarantee that the
project will be completed on time or on
budget; may be difficult to find translators
in small-diffusion languages or a large number of translators in one language.
If you choose to go this route, your
next step will be to locate and screen freelance translators for your project. Possibly
the best way to find translators is a word-ofmouth recommendation from a company
that has completed multilingual projects in
a similar industry. Other good places to look
are the website of the ATA (http://www
.atanet.org), click “Services Directories,” or
your local ATA chapter, whose website can
be found in the “Chapters and Local
Groups” pages of the ATA website. ATA also
certifies translators in a number of language pairs. Some embassies, consulates
and cultural organizations such as the
Alliance Française and the Goethe-Institut
maintain lists of freelance translators in
their local areas. Many translators also
advertise in the Yellow Pages, on the web or
on forums such as http://www.translators
cafe.com, http://www.gotranslators.com
and http://www.proz.com
Questions to ask prospective freelance
translators:
General qualifications: Are you a
native speaker of this project’s target language? What is your educational and professional background? How long have you
worked as a translator? Are you a member
of any professional organizations? If available in your language pair(s), are you a certified translator? For translators who live
outside their native language country, how

Selecting a
Translation Pr ovider
The first question you’ll need to answer
when selecting a translation provider or
vendor is whether you’ll be recruiting independent freelance translators and doing the
4

often do you visit your native language
country and how do you keep abreast of
changes in your native language?
Project-specific qualifications: Do you
have training and/or work experience in
this field (for example, aerospace engineering, agriculture, hydrology, art history,
computer hardware and so on)? Can you
provide samples of your work on similar
projects? Can you provide references from
work on similar projects?
Technology setup: What type of computer system do you have? If needed, do you
have high-speed internet and/or a dedicated
fax line? Do you use a TM program? Do you
have daily computer backups?
Work habits: What is your translation
output per day (most translators can produce 400-600 words an hour, 2,000-3,000
words per day)? Will you be available fulltime for our project, or will you take on
work from other clients at the same time?
Are you willing to work in a team with
other translators? Can you provide services
other than translation, such as editing or
formatting? Will you be available for revisions after the end of the project, and will
you charge extra for this? Do you have an
amount of time within which we must
request revisions if needed?
Business: What is your usual rate per
word? Do you charge by the source word or
target word? Do you offer a discount for
large volumes of work or ongoing projects?
Do you charge extra for overtime or rush
work? If you use a TM program, does your
rate include delivery of TM files? If not,
what is the charge for these files? Does your
rate include editing or proofreading by
someone other than yourself? Can you provide editing or proofreading by someone
other than yourself for an additional charge?
Payment: What are your usual payment terms? For large projects, do you ask
for advance or installment payments? What
payment method do you prefer? Do you
accept credit cards? Do you offer a discount
for immediate payment, for example within
10 days of completion of the project?
Using a full-service translation agency:
Pro: Company benefits from agency’s
expertise in recruiting translators, preparing
documents and so on; agency can often
recruit translators in small-diffusion languages and/or many translators in one language pair; agency often guarantees on-time
and on-budget delivery; agency handles dayto-day workings of the project including
questions from translators; can work well for
large projects on a tight deadline; agency
may have access to translators working at
lower rates of pay.

Con: Company must evaluate agency’s
qualifications just as it would a translator;
usually the most expensive option; translators may not be local/available for meetings; company may have to work with the
company’s other deadlines, translator commitments and so on.
As with freelance translators, you’ll
probably feel most comfortable with a personal reference from someone in your
industry who has worked with this agency
before. Translation agencies can also be
members of the ATA and are also listed in
the Services Directories. The Association of
Language Companies (http://www.alcus
.org) also includes a membership directory
with links to members’ websites. If you
prefer a local agency, you can also try the
previously mentioned sources such as the
Yellow Pages, Googling “translation agencies Chicago,” or calling your local chamber
of commerce to find out if any local agencies are members.
Questions to ask prospective translation
agencies:
General qualifications: How long has
your agency been in business? Who are
some of your regular clients? How many
employees do you have? Do you use freelance translators, in-house translators or
both (be aware that most agencies use freelance translators almost exclusively)? Are
you a member of any professional associations for language companies? How do you
screen and evaluate your freelance translators? Do you test your freelance translators?

5
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Are your translators certified if available in
their language pair? Are all of your translators native speakers of their target language?
Project-specific qualifications: Have
you handled projects in this subject area
before? Can you provide samples and references from those projects? Have you
worked with translators in our needed language pairs before? If not, how will you
recruit and screen translators in our needed
language pairs? If our project requires a
large volume of work in a short period of
time, how many qualified translators do
you have in our needed language pairs?
What will our company need to do to prepare our project for translation?
Technology setup: What sort of computer systems do you have? If needed, do you
have high-speed internet and/or a dedicated
fax line? Do all of your translators use compatible TM programs? Do you have daily
computer backups? Do you have off-site
computer backups?
Work habits: What is your usual turnaround time for a project of this length? If
we need the project faster, will we need to
pay overtime or rush charges? What hours
are you usually in the office if we need to
contact you by phone? Do you charge extra
for in-person meetings and/or travel time?
Will our translations be edited and proofread? Who will do this? What guarantees do
you offer that our project will be completed
on time and on budget? If we need services
such as desktop publishing, duplication or
graphics, do you provide them? Are you
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available for revisions after the completion
of the project?
Business: Will you provide us with a
fixed quote, or will the project cost increase
if your costs increase? Do you charge different rates for different language pairs?
What is included in your quote other than
translation (editing, proofing, layout and
so on)? If your translators use TM programs, does the quote include delivery of
the TM files? If not, what is the charge for
these files?

Payment: What are your usual payment
terms? For large projects, do you ask for
advance or installment payments? What payment method do you prefer? Do you accept
credit cards? Do you offer a discount for
immediate payment, for example, within 10
days of completion of the project?
Somewhere in the middle of these two
options lies the growing trend of the freelance project manager — perhaps a former
agency employee who has now struck out
on his or her own and will manage your

• Multilingual solutions (localization, content

Logrus
specializes in
complementary
solutions:

•

management, engineering and testing)
• Large production site in Moscow
• Large and complex projects
• ERP/CRM/BPO specialization
Multilingual software development projects
• Multilingual Web content management

Logrus is a provider of multilingual solutions into a large number of languages, making it
possible for software publishers and other companies to ensure global presence of their products. We
specialize in large and highly technical projects requiring unique technical experience, a high level of
self-sufficiency, and outstanding problem-solving capabilities.
Logrus was founded as a dedicated software localization company. We go beyond translation
(although we do a lot of translating) and beyond programming (although we do compile software,
prepare the builds and fix bugs). We are localization professionals.

Logrus • www.logrus.ru
management@logrus.ru • +1(215)947-4773
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project for more than the cost of doing it
yourself but less than the cost of hiring an
agency. With the right provider, this can
provide a happy medium between the
cheaper but riskier option of in-house
management and the more expensive but
more dependable option of outsourcing to
an agency.

Stack the Odds
in Your Favor
Once you’ve prepared your project’s
specifications and selected a vendor who will
produce a quality job, don’t assume that your
role is over. Don’t fly blind. There are numerous publications in print and on the web that
help beginning translation consumers stack
the odds in favor of a high-quality multilingual project. One such informative and interesting reference is “Getting It Right,” (http://
www.atanet.org/Getting_it_right.pdf), published by the ATA and written by expert
translator Chris Durban.
Anticipate translators’ questions and
answer them. Provide expansions of those
endless abbreviations: HVAC, PVC, CPU,
P+S and so on. Find out whether some of
your industry’s terminology is usually left in
English. Consider hiring a translator to make
a multilingual glossary so that your key
terms are always translated in the same way,
rather than waffling back and forth between
several versions of similar terms. Ferret out
difficult to translate idiomatic vocabulary.
Americans especially have a fondness for
sports metaphors such as this sales campaign
is sure to be a home run, we’ll have to play like
it’s the bottom of the ninth with the bases
loaded, time for a Hail Mary pass and so on.
Establish terminology for words that don’t
have an equivalent in the target language,
such as misdemeanor, strip mall, telemarketer, category killer, public defender or total
quality management.
High-quality multilingual projects can
allow your business to expand to markets
and clients that would be impossible with
English materials alone and can enhance
your business’ image as a vibrant, internationally-minded industry player. At the
same time, poorly produced materials, especially where promotional texts are concerned, can be worse than no translation at
all. Following a few basic rules — prepare in
advance, select the right provider and give
your provider as many resources as possible
— will ensure that your multilingual materials convey the image of a professional,
international company that respects customers in every language. Ω

15 Years of Well-managed
Brazilian Translations
This is what you get:
• Quality in customer service, deliverables and open
communication
• Responsiveness and ability to adapt to ever changing requirements
• Customized service with no compromise to translation
quality, even in challenging volumes
• Promptness to raise issues and prevent any disruptions
to project quality
This is what we get:
• Extremely satisfied customers
If you’re not one of them yet, experience the difference!

Follow-Up
Av. Presidente Wilson 165 / Sala 1308
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil 20030-020
55-21-2524-2994 • Fax: 55-21-2210-5472
info@follow-up.com.br • http://www.follow-up.com.br

Translation and
Localization Specialists

Bridging the World
With Languages
Scandinavian Translators A/S is a market-leading
Scandinavian translation company. Founded in 1977,
with a core team of over 120 internal and external
language professionals, our mission is to ensure our
clients’ professionalism while reducing their time-tomarket by providing first-class business-to-business
multilingual solutions.
Our services include:
• Top-quality translations to and from all Nordic
languages
• Expertise in medical, financial, legal and technical fields
• Localization of websites and e-learning programs
• Multilingual project management
• CAT tools
• Language quality assurance

Scandinavian Translators A/S
Gl. Lundtoftevej 1A
DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby
45-45-88-77-33 • Fax: 45-45-88-73-73
info@scandinaviantranslators.com
http://www.scandinaviantranslators.com

Translations
You Can Trust

Lingua Solutions provides complete localization
services in over 30 languages. We only use highly
trained, credentialed and native language experts with
years of subject matter expertise. Whether your
material is technical, medical, legal or creative, we are
your partner for success in any global market.
• Technical translation and DTP
• Website globalization
• Software localization
• Multimedia
• Customized consulting
Experience, flexibility and reliability you can count on.

As a multilingual communications agency, TripleInk
has provided industrial and consumer products
companies with precise translation and multilingual
production services since 1991. Employing state-ofthe-art technology and working with experienced
project managers, professional translators and production specialists versed in audio-visual, print and
online media, our TripleInk Translation group delivers
quality, accuracy, consistency and value. In short:
Translations you can trust.

Lingua Solutions

TripleInk

15303 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 900
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
800-508-2484 • Fax: 818-743-7411
info@linguainc.com • http://www.linguainc.com

60 South 6th Street, Suite 2600
Minneapolis, MN 55402
612-342-4351 • Fax: 612-342-4352
scooper@tripleink.com • http://www.tripleink.com
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Quality Translation and
Localization in Spanish
Established in 1991, Hermes Traducciones is a leading
Spanish translation company, specializing in software
and hardware localization and also undertaking a
broad range of other translation projects.
Comprehensive in-house translation teams, deep
expertise in Spanish and Portuguese, CAT tools and
the commitment to our customers allow us to deliver
full cost-efficient, reliable and high-quality services.
Rely on us for localization, translation and other
related services in Spanish (both for Spain and Latin
America) and Portuguese.

Hermes Traducciones y Servicios
Lingüísticos, S.L.
C/ Cólquide, 6 - Portal 2 – 3º I, Edificio «Prisma»
28230 Las Rozas, Madrid, Spain
34-91-640-7640 • Fax: 34-91-637-8023
hermestr@hermestrans.com • http://www.hermestrans.com

Medical Translations
MediLingua is one of Europe’s few companies
specializing in medical translation. We provide all
European languages (25 today and counting) as well
as the usual translation-related services. Our 100-plus
translators have a combined medical and language
background.
We work for manufacturers of medical devices,
instruments, in-vitro diagnostics and software;
pharmaceutical companies; medical publishers; national and
international medical organizations; and medical journals.
Call or e-mail Simon Andriesen or visit our website
for more information.

MediLingua BV
Poortgebouw, Rijnsburgerweg 10
2333 AA Leiden, The Netherlands
31-71-5680862 • Fax: 31-71-5234660
simon.andriesen@medilingua.com
http://www.medilingua.com
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An Intr oduction to
Using MT Softwar e
Jef f Allen
So, you have just been informed
effective way that will help you
MultiLingual Computing (MLC) is the information
by your boss that you now need to source for the localization, internationalization, transladecide to purchase the desktop softmanage the translation of several tion and language technology industry. This information
ware package as the next step. If
documents (reports, brochures and takes several forms.
you have gone so far as to downso on) that are produced by your
load one or more such translation
The printed magazine MultiLingual Computing &
department. The first translated
software packages, you might disdocument must be completed by Technology is mailed nine times a year to readers in 58
cover that the user manuals and
“yesterday,” but you are allowed countries. The magazine covers such topics as project
online help usually describe the
until the end of the week to do it for management, language histories and software localizafeatures, but assume that you
tion. Industry experts review new products and books
the first language.
already know how to go from point
Your company does not have and give the reader the latest news and opinions.
A to point Z within the translation
the luxury of having a translation
and assessment process. Yet, the
MultiLingual News is a free biweekly e-newsletter
department, nor even bilingual sec- that keeps readers up to date with all the industry news.
majority of translation consumers,
retaries. But your need is to provide
like yourself, who make the jump
The website, www.multilingual.com, contains news,
the documents in five other lanfrom free online translation tools to
guages. No budget has ever been magazine articles, career ads and information to help
the payable translation software are
planned for this kind of translation readers stay current with industry events. The blog at
not necessarily familiar at all with
activity, so it is most likely an after- www.multilingualblog.com provides industry insights
the translation process.
thought task. Translation is not with a European perspective.
The choice of which translation
cheap from what you know or have
process to implement in your context
MLC produces monographs with in-depth knowlheard. You also do not have the edge that is impossible to find elsewhere. These are
can also depend on several factors,
budget to pay for nor the time to available for purchase on its website.
including how much you and your
attend courses on international comcompany are able and willing to
MLC also partners with The Localization Institute
munication or writing for translainvest human, time, and financial
tion which would, of course, help to produce Localization World, a conference and netresources into this translation projyou “internationalize” the texts so working organization dedicated to the language and
ect. Translation of publishable docthat they can be more efficiently localization industries.
uments is not a one-size-fits-all,
processed by translation systems/ Legend:
miracle, push-button, magical
software for several language pairs, Green = verbs
wand. Writing the original docuand/or better understood by human Light blue = adjectives
ments took time, mental effort,
translators. You have a copy of the Purple = single-word nouns
energy, creativity and resources.
MultiLingual Computing & Tech- Red = 2+-word noun terms (compound nouns)
The same is needed for producing
nology Buyer’s Guide, but you want Gray = number used as an adjective
the translated versions, as well as
to know where you should start.
the essential factor of correctly
Italics = prepositional phrase (and titles of publications)
Is it possible to use some kind Underlined word (italics) = preposition starting a prepo“understanding”/“interpreting” the
or form of machine translation
original version to communicate
sitional phrase
(MT) software for your short-term
the message in a different language
Time required for coding all the colors: 30 minutes
and long-term needs?
to people in different cultures
This text was analyzed and color-coded according to the steps
Is it necessary to do the first
(most with a different world view).
described in this article. The same text was also translated and
translation per language direction
Human translators are not robots
backtranslated in the project outlined on pages 13-16 to illusby only a human translation chanwho simply perform word-to-word
trate the differences among translation methods
nel and then proceed with software/
conversions to produce the transsystem-assisted translation for future
lated text. Good translators who
translation needs?
You might have tested the various free
care about quality work, their own reputaAt what point is a translation memory
online translation systems such as Google
tions and their customers will work at undertool worth implementing?
tools, Babelfish, Systransoft.com, epromt
standing the original source language text as
Is it possible to combine the different
.com, freetranslation.com, itranslator, Lingwell as or even better than the author, in order
types of translation tools?
uatec or Comprendium and found that
to adapt the translated text to meet the needs
Which specific translation tool products
there are simply no instructions about how
of different audiences. Traditional translation
are better than others?
to use such online tools in an efficient and
is a highly skilled process which results in a
8

quality product. If it is now a question of
using a software-based approach to perform translation tasks, it is crucial that you
have a software use methodology for translation tools that will help you achieve
results as close as possible to the traditional
human translation approach.
So, I hope I have not discouraged you in
your translation quest, but rather now you
are ready to sit down and do a needs analysis
that can help in the decision of which type of
direction to take. You are probably being
asked to project manage a subject which is
outside of your experience and comfort zone
to deal with. You are being asked to consider
using a science fiction Star Trek Universal
Translator, yet it seems as if the Klingons
wrote this Universal Translator user guide
and forgot to explain it in simple human layman’s language. And you wonder which one
of these commercially available translation
products is that special miracle-working
push-button program. Yet please step back
and think about what other machine or
computer-based application is completely
push-button and perfect. To my knowledge,
nothing is. The real key is clearly defining
and describing the semi-automated process
plus the steps of a human-machine/computer interactive process to provide usable output that is of equal of higher quality and is
faster than the entire process conducted in
the traditional way.

The Context

This translation exercise can be done for
translation into any language with a spelling/
orthographic character set that is similar to
the original. If you are starting in English,
then this will be valid for you for Spanish,
French or Italian, for example, but not for
Asian languages, or Greek or Russian. The
issue is not that this procedure cannot be
adapted to these other languages, but rather
that there are several additional constraints
with regard to data entry and significantly
different character sets which would most
likely require specialized linguistic assistance
even for the steps described in this article.

Evaluating Your Need
You must first correctly evaluate your
need. Failing to do this will likely produce
disappointing results based on underlying
and unexpressed expectations.
What are your needs?
What translation approach(es) to use (Inbound/Inward, Outbound/Outward or both)?
What types of documentation (or speech)
to translate?
What is the expected output quality?
What is the threshold of tolerance by
users concerning language error and stylistic
differences?
What is the level of language register (informal, formal, high honorifics) to be used?
What are language skills of the translation software users?
Will human-machine/computer interaction be part of the intended process?

It is not possible to address in this article the many different types of contexts, situations and needs that are represented by
the readership. Each individual situation
requires its own needs analysis, but let’s take
a lowest-common-denominator scenario
upon which the majority of readers could
start as a baseline.
A few assumptions of this scenario are:
The timeframe constraints are those
outlined above in the introduction.
You have no translation experience.
You are not bilingual.
You are not one of those linguist word
nerds who can blindfoldedly draw a tree
diagram of a written sentence or paragraph
on a whiteboard, nor is it your goal to turn
into one.
You are very familiar with the terminology and content of the materials that must be
translated.
You might be able to obtain a small
budget of 25-150 dollars/euros to conduct a
small pilot test by using a translation agency
to perform the translation tasks that will be
outlined in this proposed procedure.
9
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What human knowledge capture/insertion channels can be used?
This article does not focus on these general needs-analysis points since they will
most likely be covered in more depth by
other articles in this issue. I prefer to focus on
the detailed steps of a proposed translation
software processing methodology.
Please keep in mind that this is not “the”
perfect one-size-fits-all methodology. This
how-to article is specifically intended for the
type of audience and constraints mentioned
earlier. The method described in this article is
also not exhaustive. This is, therefore, an
adapted version of a much more complete
methodology that has been refined, tested,
benchmarked and used for a few language
directions over the years.
In this article I provide several sets of
steps which should be followed in sequence.
If you do not follow the steps of each category
in the stated order, then it will have high
impact on all subsequent steps.
The requirements are a computer with
internet connection and web browser; a simple text editor such as Notepad or WordPad;
a bilingual dictionary for the language pair
that you are evaluating; and a download of
one or more free trial versions of commercial
MT software.

Text For matting Steps
You cannot start any language processing until the prerequisite document formatting steps are completed.
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In HTML: It is preferable if you can format your original text as a simple HTML web
page (with “Save As Web Page” in Microsoft
Word) and make it available online.
If your text is already in the cleanly formatted HTML pages, then you most likely do
not need to deal with the initial step of stripping out the hard line returns (with a simple
text editor) described below.
In text editor:
a) Deactivate word-wrapping, especially
if you are using basic text editors such as
WordPad and Notepad.
b) Remove all hard carriage/line returns
in the document. Hard line returns are often
used in e-mail correspondence and simple
text editors to prevent the text from running over the edge of the screen and thus to
force the text to align how you want it to.
This is drastic for MT processing because it
cuts the sentence in half and thus the MT
system doesn’t know how to translate the
first half of the sentence in relation with the
second half.
c) If you are using Microsoft Word, those
hard returns will display paragraph symbols at
the end of each line. You need to remove them.
Many complaints by MT users in the
past about poor quality MT output have
actually been due to users not having and following a simple set of document preparation
steps for translation processing.
d) Save the text as a simple text or RTF
file to make sure that specific document formatting styles will not impact the translation
process nor the quality of the translation
output. Underlying formatting requires full
compatibility by the MT software, which
cannot always be guaranteed. I often run
across situations where bullet list items in
English are translated into Greek instead of

into French because of hidden formatting.
This is often due to MT software compatibility bugs with the text processing software.
The best way to avoid such hassles on small
pilot projects is to avoid the potential problem altogether. Make sure you perform your
translation test without inserting any special
formatting. If you want to test that in addition, then make sure it is an additional test,
not the main set of tests.

Go again to one (or more) of the MT
portals, select the web page translation mode
and translate your back-translation page.
Copy the translated version to a text
processor and save the translated text as endback-translation-raw-MT.

Translation Pr ocessing

Based on the back-translated text, you
have a very basic idea of potentially translatable terms to help improve translation quality.
Warning: you should not base translation conclusions simply and only on a
back-translation technique. Yet, the backtranslation method can show the potential
terms to focus on during your evaluation.
Here are a few concrete reasons for the risk
of back-translation errors with MT software:
1) It is never certain that a given pair of
equivalent terms has been coded into the
general MT dictionary for both directions of
a given pair of languages. This can result in a
compounded translation error risk.
For example, needle bearing most likely
might give aiguille orientation/roulement, but
if the back translation on the first translation
variant is chosen, it will probably then give
needle orientation/introduction in the backtranslated English text.
2) The translation exists for one of two
directions, but the input or output might
only include a single translation equivalent
whereas two or more translation equivalents
exist for the term.
3) Only one of several spelling variants (such as spellchecker, spell-checker, spell
checker) might be coded into the general
MT dictionary. An example of this is when

You can now proceed with the first step
of translation processing.
Go to any of the online MT portals.
It is preferable to save your text (in unwrapped mode if copied from Notepad or
WordPad) as an HTML document and put
it on a website that you can access directly
with an online MT portal. A current list of
these MT portals is available at my MT
postediting page (http://www.geocities.com
/mtpostediting).
Make sure that your test text has clearly
identified paragraphs with sentences that are
easy to identify and count.
It is good to have at least one example of
a bullet list of phrases, preferably in the middle of your text, as an easy identifier point.
Go to one (or more) of these portals,
select the web page translation mode and
translate your text.
Copy the translated version to a text
processor and save the translated text as
source-target-raw-MT.
Create a copy of your source language
web page and save it with a name as follows:
back translation-start-target-source.
Copy the translated text sentence by
sentence into the back translation start text.

Understanding the
Translation Er r ors

The Voice of the Canadian
Language Industry
Translation, localization, terminology, interpretation
Language training
• Language technologies
•
•

Les activités de l'AILIA sont subventionnées en partie par lndustrie Canada dans le cadre du Programme de l'industrie de la langue.
The work of AILIA is made possible in part by funding from Industry Canada's Language Industry Program.
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www.ailia.ca

First commercial Association representing
all sectors of the Canadian Language Industry

Building Long-term
Relationships With
Our Clients
NovaWord Technologies specializes in linguistic
services from and to Spanish (European, Latin
American, neutral)
Our areas of expertise include IT, localization,
medicine, marketing, pharmaceuticals, automotive
industry, e-learning, finance and legal. We complete
linguistic, DTP and multilingual management tasks.
Smooth and continuous communication with clients,
on-time delivery, experienced staff, complete database
of external contributors and competitive prices assure
the best possible quality within budget.

NovaWord Technologies S.L.
Perugia 3, 3º-A, 18007 Granada, Spain
34-958134009 • Fax: 34-958376815
sales@novaword.com • http://www.novaword.com

the two-word term spread sheet is not
coded in the dictionary, although the oneword term spreadsheet is in the MT dictionary. The two-word term gets translated
word-for-word into feuille de diffusion, and
the back translation gives sheet of distribution, which is definitely not the meaning of
the original.
If you carefully follow these formatting
instructions, yet the translation plus back
translation result in a lot of jibberish, one of
the key reasons is that the one- and two-word
compound terms are not recognized by the
MT dictionary.
Now you have done the first steps of
translation processing, the language analysis
steps, and the resulting back translation is
not usable for your specific needs. How can
you improve it?

Moving Beyond the Fr ee
Online Translation System
The free online translation portals do
not have a built-in dictionary editor for users.
In order for you to be able to create dictionary
entries that can improve the translation quality, you need to follow these five steps:
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Global Language Translations
ProTranslations provides translation solutions in over
25 languages. Our ATA-certified translators handle a
variety of documents, including medical, technical, scientific, legal and marketing. With our specialty in large
projects — books, manuals, magazines, websites and
related documents — our goal is to build long-term
relationships with businesses.
• Translation/localization in all languages
• Multilingual desktop publishing — PC & Mac
• Global website development
• Proofreading/editing
For quality, accurate translations delivered on time at a
competitive price, visit our website or contact us directly.

Multilingual
Audio Products
• Voice-overs
• Dubbing
• Subtitling
At our digital recording studio, we produce excellent
quality cost-effective voice-overs and dubbing for videos,
websites and multimedia applications in any language.

ProTranslations

Prem Dan, s.l.u.

401 E. Main Street, Suite B
Brownsburg, IN 46112
317-852-1472 • Fax: 317-852-4682
info@protranslations.com
http://www.protranslations.com

Plaza del Callao 5, P8
28013 Madrid, Spain
34-91-547-43-18 • Fax: 34-91-547-43-50
premdan@premdan.com
http://www.premdan.com

Download a trial evaluation version of
MT software that includes a dictionary
builder.
Conduct the text analysis procedure in
this article.
Have a set of terms translated by a professional translator.
Enter the translated terms into the MT
dictionary.
Redo the translation and back-translation steps.

analyze texts for translation processing from
the perspective of someone such as my father
(a medical technologist) or my sister (a psychologist) in a way to show them how to analyze their translation needs without a degree
in linguistics or translation. The steps outlined in this article provide a layman’s
approach to conducting such text analysis for
language processing.
Identify all of the action/be/have words
(verbs) in the text. These can be single
words (go, push, type, have, was) or two- or
three-word compound terms (take out, take
. . . out; go out; make do). There should be at
least one of these single or compound words
per sentence. Titles and subtitles (usually less
than five or six words) usually do not contain such words.
Mark these words by a special color in
the electronic text and/or a special, easily
visible line-based trait such as a box
around the word. These words/terms are
the center of each sentence, so they need to
be easily identifiable.
Identify all of the people, places and
objects/things (nouns) which affect and are
affected by the action/state words.
These also can be single words (car,
truck, John, me, paper) or two- or three-word

The Steps to Text Analysis
Over the past two decades, I have been
giving seminars on how to linguistically mark
up texts in a visual way for various audiences
and for different types of user needs and purposes. My focus during the past ten years has
been on applying this to developing, testing,
implementing and training end-users on
authoring and translation systems and software. During this period, I have attended
many explanatory sessions of translation systems that might be acceptable and understandable for someone with a master’s degree
in linguistics or a degree in translation studies. But I’ve rarely seen written tutorial type
explanations that present the basics of how to
11
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compound terms (dump truck, backpack,
business letter, railway track, telecom network element). There should be one of
these single or compound words per sentence, but there are usually several because
one is doing the action, another is receiving the action, another is where the action
is occurring and so on.
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TRANSLATION
Mark these words a different color in the
electronic text and/or with a different linebased trait, such as circling the word(s).
Note: these terms are those that usually
produce the majority of mistranslations by
translation software, so it is preferable to use
a color and lined-based combination which
allows you to quickly locate them for future
steps in this procedure.
Identify all of the word groups that indicate location in some way (to the school, from
her mobile telephone, in the big white envelope,
at home, at my office desk). These word
groups (prepositional phrases) will almost
always contain a location introduction word
(a preposition such as at, in, to, from, toward)
and will be followed by one or more words
referring to a person/place/thing.

Manually Translating
the Key Ter ms
Now that you have identified your own
“terminology” within these texts by colors
and/or other visual means, these terms need
to be translated by an experienced human
translator. Some hints:
Only focus on the single word and
compound word person/place/thing terms.
Depending on the length of your original
text, there might be a total of 10-50 terms to
have translated.
Make sure you provide the human translator with the full context of the original text.
Make sure to ask the translator to provide the original and translated forms in
Excel sheet format, including the following
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columns with content for each entry: 1)
source language word/term; 2) translated
equivalent (note: in the case of more than
one translation for a given word/term, ask
him or her to provide the alternative translations in separate columns in the Excel sheet;
and 3) parts of speech (noun, verb, adjective,
adverb and so on).
When you receive the list of translated
terms from the translator, you need to create
a custom user dictionary with them by using
the dictionary editor of the MT software that
you have downloaded.
Note: Professional and expert versions
of commercial MT software usually have
semi-automated dictionary entry import features for well-formatted files in plain ASCII
Excel formats. These features are described in
the user guides of the respective software
programs.
Retranslating: Connect your new custom dictionary to the MT software and retranslate the text using the trial version of
the software instead of using the online
MT system. Conduct the back translation
again. Evaluate the output of the backtranslated text.

Conclusion
Has this procedure improved the
understanding of the back-translated text?
If so, then you have just seen the power of
how to master an MT software program
with just dictionary entries. Additional
procedures have also been developed for
improving translation quality in using MT
software. Ω
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A Guide for Evaluating
Translation Options
Jer r y Luther
Many people are looking for a quickstart learning experience with translation as
they begin to explore translation of product
documents, websites and software. The guide
outlined here was created for people in this
stage of the process.
The model was developed in response
to requests such as this one from a reader
who worked in a software development company. Her CEO had promised that software,
Help files and training materials would be
translated for a Spanish-speaking client at no
additional cost. The reader asked, “Where do
I get the translation software to do this or
how do I convince my manager how difficult
this is to accomplish?” She describes her
experience in the sidebar at right.
This guide illustrates three translation
alternatives: free online translation, use of a
computer-aided translation tool and human
translation. In each case the same text was

Original Source Text
MultiLingual Computing (MLC) is the
information source for the localization, internationalization, translation and language
technology industry. This information takes
several forms.
The printed magazine MultiLingual Computing & Technology is mailed nine times a year
to readers in 58 countries. The magazine covers
such topics as project management, language
histories and software localization. Industry
experts review new products and books and
give the reader the latest news and opinions.
MultiLingual News is a free biweekly
e-newsletter that keeps readers up to date with
all the industry news.
The website, www.multilingual.com, contains news, magazine articles, career ads and
information to help readers stay current with
industry events. The blog at www.multilingual
blog.com provides industry insights with a
European perspective.
MLC produces monographs with indepth knowledge that is impossible to find
elsewhere. These are available for purchase on
its website.
MLC also partners with The Localization
Institute to produce Localization World, a conference and networking organization dedicated
to the language and localization industries.

translated into German and then back translated word-for-word into English.
The source text was created from information on the MultiLingual Computing
website. It contains proper names as well as
terminology that might require specific
knowledge for reader comprehension. The
target language for translation is German,
which presents specific challenges regarding
text expansion and word formation. But any
language would have its own set of linguistic
variables that would affect the result.
Google (http://www.google.com/language
_tools) was selected as the online translation
utility, but any of a number of services could
have been used. Results may vary depending
on the dictionaries and translation engines involved. Other online translation sites include
http://www.babelfish.altavista.com; http://www
.systransoft.com; http://www.freetranslation
.com; http://www.translation1.paralink.com;
http://www.word2word.com/free.html; and
http://www.worldlingo.com
Free internet translation is one of the
most-frequented utilities on the Web. It is used
by participants in chat groups and light
research and in other instances where the gist
of the text will suffice — for example, translating an e-mail that might be a letter from a
long-lost relative, a possible client or an “official” with millions of dollars tied up in an
inaccessible bank account.
Each English>German translation was
then back translated and reviewed. A word-forword back translation restricts the translator
from making any interpretations, intuitive
guesses or modifications for culture or language construction, providing a truer representation of what the original translation said in
the target language. While it is not a perfect way
to assess a translation, it is a useful method for
clients who do not speak the target language.
Objective review and evaluation of translated work are important factors in any translation process. The quality, time-to-market and
cost of a project all benefit from having an
accurate and timely review process in place.
The dollar cost of the examples in this
guide ranges from zero (free online translation
and back translation) to several hundred dollars (professional translation and review).
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The Spanish Translation Project
We downloaded a trial version of an English/
Spanish software and ran some of the English
Help files through it. I was impressed with how
easy it was and how fast it processed the files
right before my eyes.
But I could see many mistranslations even
without knowing Spanish. Part of the problem
was that the English documentation was not
written to be translated in the first place —
another concept that escapes the nonwriter
layperson. I could fix things such as the company
name and product/component names that we
didn’t want to be translated, but it clearly needed the attention of a native speaker.
I proposed to my manager that I visit a
bilingual friend in Houston. She grew up in
Peru and taught Spanish for years. She was
agreeable to devoting a weekend to the project
— as was I. This was a low-cost option because
I’d not have to stay in a hotel or eat out every
meal, and she would charge less for her time
than a professional translator. My manager
thought it was a good compromise idea.
However, my friend had never done a project
such as this, and she was not familiar with the
subject matter. I made a point of reviewing and
marking several major sections in advance to try
to focus her time on what was most needed.
We spent two 14-hour days and did not get
through the entire Help files, but got through
most of the major documents. Then I had to
come back and enter the revisions, as well as try
to fix sections she had not reviewed and places
where I could tell she had not looked at the English for context when she translated into Spanish.
This was a huge, time-consuming project. I
still don’t know how well the results came out, as
the client hasn’t really looked at it. My colleague
was there for the second training recently, and he
made a point of showing them some of the Spanish translation for a particular functional area. He
said they were surprised that we were actually
able to translate it. (Not sure what that means.)
My friend complimented me several times on
my understanding of the language that she saw in
the markup I did (it helped a lot that I took
French). So I felt pretty confident about making
certain changes such as noun/adjective syntax. I
did a lot of educated guessing, but I had no idea
about idiomatic phrases.
Now my colleagues want me to translate material for other clients. They still don’t get it that it’s
not that simple to do.
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1 The Google language tools utility produces a German gist translation.
Google English>German Translation
Das mehrsprachige Rechnen (MLC) ist die Informationsquelle für die
Lokalisation-, Internationalisierungs-, Übersetzungs- und
Sprachtechnologieindustrie. Diese Informationen nehmen einige Gestalten
an. Das gedruckte mehrsprachige Rechnen u. die Technologie der Zeitschrift
wird neun Mal pro Jahr zu den Lesern in 58 Ländern verschickt. Die
Zeitschrift umfaßt solche Themen wie Projektmanagement,
Sprachgeschichten und Software-Lokalisation. Industrieexperten wiederholen neue Produkte und Bücher und geben dem Leser die neuesten
Nachrichten und die Urteile ab. Mehrsprachige Nachrichten sind ein freies
zweiwöchentlich Erundschreiben, das Leser aktuell mit allen
Industrienachrichten hält. Das website, www.multilingual.com, enthält
Nachrichten, Zeitschriftenartikel, Karriere ADS und Informationen, um
Lesern zu helfen, mit Industriefällen gegenwärtig zu bleiben. Das blog an
www.multilingualblog.com versieht Industrieeinblicke mit einer europäischen Perspektive. MLC produziert Monographien mit eingehendem Wissen,
das unmöglich ist, anderwohin zu finden. Diese sind für Erwerb auf seinem
website vorhanden. MLC Partner auch mit dem Lokalisationinstitut zum
Produzieren der Lokalisationwelt, der Konferenz und der
Netzwerkanschlußorganisation eingeweiht den Sprach- und
Lokalisationindustrien.

2 Sending the automatically translated text from German back through the
Google utility to English (below) provides a rough check. Some of the major errors that
appeared in the translation to German are likely to show in the back translation, such as
counting for Computing (green text).
Google German>English Back Translation
Multilingual counting (MLC) is the source of information for the localization-, internationalization-, translation and language technology industry. These information accepts some shapes.
Printed multilingual counting and the technology of the magazine are sent away nine times per
year to the readers in 58 countries. The magazine covers such topics such as project management,
language stories and software localization. Industrial experts repeat new products and books and
deliver the reader the newest messages and the judgements.
Multilingual messages are a free two-weekly Erundschreiben, which keeps readers current with
all industrial oh arranging.
The website, www.multilingual.com, contains message, magazine article, career ADS and information to remain present in order to help readers, with industrial cases. Blog on www.multilingualblog.com provides industrial views with a European perspective.
MLC produces Monographien with detailed knowledge, which is impossible, to find other
where. These are present for acquisition on its website.
MLC partner also inaugurated with Lokalisationinstitut for producing the localization world,
the conference and the network connection organization the speaking and localization industries.

The Google English>German translation
from Step 1 was submitted for review to
be evaluated as if it were the work of a
prospective employee or contractor.
A professional reviewer rated the Google
English>German translation overall as
“poor” and provided these comments.
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3 Next, the Google
English>German
translation from Step 1
was sent to a localization
company with specific
instructions to have it back
translated word for word by a
professional translator
who is a native speaker
of German.
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Professional (Human) German>English Translation of Google MT
The multilingual calculation (MLC) is the information source for the localization, internationalization,
translation and language-technology industry. These informations take on various shapes.
The printed multilingual calculation a. the technology of the magazine is sent nine times per year to the
readers in 58 countries. The magazine contains such themes as project-management, language-stories and
software-localization. Industry experts repeat new products and books and deliver the reader the latest news
and the judgments.
Multilingual news are a free two-weekly Ecircular, which holds readers current with all industry news.
The website, www.multilingual .com, contains news, newspaper articles, career A.D.S. and informations,
to help readers, to remain present with industry cases. The blog to www.multilingualblog.com supplies industry insights with a European perspective.
MLC produces monographs with thorough knowledge, which is impossible, towards somewhere else to
find. These are available for purchase on his website.
MLC Partner also with the localization institute to the producing of the localization-world, the conference and the network-connection-organization christened the language- and localization-industries.

Using a Customized
Translation Tool
1 The English source text was translated by a localization
company using customization tools built into SYSTRAN
Professional Premium 5 (below left).

2 The German translation from the SYSTRAN software
was provided to another localization vendor with the same
specific instructions for a word-for-word back translation
(below right)

SYSTRAN English>German Translation

Word-for-Word Back Translation
of SYSTRAN English>German Translation

MultiLingual Computing (MLC) ist die Informationsquelle für die
Lokalisierung-, Internationalisierungs-, übersetzungs- und
Sprachentechnologieindustrie. Diese Informationen nehmen einige
Gestalten an.
Die gedruckte Zeitschrift MultiLingual Computing & Technology
wird neun Mal pro Jahr zu den Lesern in 58 Ländern verschickt. Die
Zeitschrift umfaßt solche Themen wie Projektmanagement, Sprachgeschichten und Software-Lokalisierung. Industrieexperten rezensieren
neue Produkte und Bücher und
geben dem Leser die neuesten Nachrichten und die Meinungen.
MultiLingual News ist ein freies zweiwöchentliches E-Newsletter,
das Leser auf dem laufenden mit allen Industrienachrichten hält.
Die Website, www.multilingual.com, enthalten Nachrichten, Zeitschrift Artikel, Stellenanzeigen und Informationen, um Lesern zu helfen,
mit Industrieereignissen gegenwärtig zu bleiben. Das blog bei www.mul
tilingualblog.com liefert Industrieeinblicke mit einer europäischen
Perspektive.
MLC produziert Monographien mit eingehendem Wissen, das
unmöglich ist, anderswo zu finden. Diese sind für Erwerb auf seinen
Websiten erhältlich.
MLC arbeitet auch mit The Localization Institute zusammen,
um Localization World, eine Konferenz und Vernetzungorganisation
zu produzieren, die den Sprachen- und Lokalisierungindustrien
eingeweiht werden.

MultiLingual Computing (MLC) is the information source for the
localization, internationalization, translation and language technology
industry. These informations are taking on various shapes.
The printed magazine MultiLingual Computing & Technology is
being sent nine times per year to the readers in 58 countries. The magazine comprises such themes as project management, language stories
and software localization. Industry experts review new products and
books and give to the reader the latest news and the opinions.
MultiLingual News is a free bi-weekly e-newsletter, which keeps
readers on the move running with all industry news.
The website, www.multilingual.com, contains news, magazine article, job postings and informations to help readers to stay present with
industry events. The blog at www.multilingualblog.com delivers industry insights with a European perspective.
MLC produces monographs with in-depth knowledge, which is
impossible to find somewhere else. These are available for purchase on
his website.
MLC also works with The Localization Institute together, to produce Localization World, a conference and networking organisation,
which are inaugurated to the language and localization industries.
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Using Professional (Human) Translation
1 A localization vendor translated the original source text
using the company’s regular methods and procedures. Human
translators performed all three steps: translation, copy editing
and proofreading. The text was translated into German suitable
for the general professional German readership.

2 The vendor was asked again to provide a back translation, German to English, word for word, of the humanproduced work. This was done by another linguist reviewer
who had not participated in the other reviews.

Professional English>German Translation

Back Translation From Human-translated Text

{0>MultiLingual Computing (MLC) is the information source for the
localization, internationalization, translation, and language technology
industry.<}0{>MultiLingual Computing (MLC) ist die
Informationsquelle für die Lokalisierungs-, Internationalisierungs-,
Übersetzungs- und Sprachtechnologiebranche.<0} {0>This information
takes several forms.<}0{> Diese Informationen werden auf
unterschiedliche Weise präsentiert.<0}
{0>The printed magazine Multilingual Computing & Technology is mailed
nine times a year to readers in 58 countries<}0{>Die Druckausgabe
MultiLingual Computing & Technology wird neunmal pro Jahr an
Leser in 58 Ländern versandt.<0} {0>The magazine covers such
topics as project management, language histories and software
localization.<}0{>Diese Zeitschrift behandelt Themen wie
Projektmanagement, Sprachentwicklung und Softwarelokalisierung.<0}
{0>Industry experts review new products and books, and give the reader
the latest news and opinions.<}0{>Branchenexperten testen neue Produkte und Bücher und bieten den Lesern aktuelle Informationen und
Bewertungen.<0}
{0>MultiLingual News is a free biweekly e-newsletter that keeps readers up
to date with all the industry news.<}0{>MultiLingual News ist ein
Newsletter mit Neuigkeiten aus der Branche, den die Leser alle zwei
Wochen kostenlos erhalten.<0}
{0>The website, www.multilingual.com, contains news, magazine articles,
career ads, and information to help readers stay current with industry
events.<}0{>Die Website www .multilingual.com enthält Neuigkeiten,
Zeitschriftenartikel, Stellenanzeigen und Informationen zu
Branchenevents.<0} {0>The blog at www.multilingualblog.com provides
industry insights with a European perspective.<}0{>Die unter
www.multilingualblog.com angeschnittenen Themen vermitteln einen
Einblick in die Branche aus europäischer Sicht.<0}
{0>MLC produces monographs with in-depth knowledge that is
impossible to find elsewhere.<}0{>MultiLingual Computing veröffentlicht Monografien von Autoren mit einer profunden Fachkenntnis, die
anderswo nicht zu finden ist.<0} {0> These are available for purchase on
its website.<}0{>Diese können über die Website erworben werden.<0}
{0>MLC also partners with The Localization Institute to produce
Localization World, a conference and networking organization for the
language and localization industries.<}0{>MultiLingual Computing und
The Localization Institute produzieren gemeinsam Localization World, eine
Konferenz- und Networking-Organisation für die Sprach- und
Lokalisierungsindustrie.<0}

MultiLingual Computing (MLC) is the information source for the
localization, internationalization, translation, and language technology
industries. They present information in several forms.
Nine times a year, the print magazine MultiLingual Computing &
Technology is distributed to readers in 58 countries. This magazine
includes topics such as project management, language development, and
software localization. Industry experts review new products and books,
and provide the reader with current information and evaluations.
MultiLingual News is a biweekly industry newsletter distributed to its
readers for free.
The website www.multilingual.com contains news, articles, job
offerings, and information about industry events. Issues discussed at
www.multilingualblog.com provide insights into the industry from a
European perspective.
MultiLingual Computing publishes monographs by authors with
profound inside knowledge that cannot be found anywhere else. These
books can be purchased directly from the website.
MultiLingual Computing and The Localization Institute jointly
produce Localization World, a conference and networking organization
for the language and localization industries.

In Conclusion
This example shows a process for comparing the quality of
three translation methods. By studying the example scenarios and
working with text of their own, project managers can gain a sense
of what quality of work they will obtain from the translators and
translation tools they are considering.
“Translation quality is subjective,” says Dan Johnson of Lingo
Systems. “We all know that.” Good human translators will use their
interpretive skills, intuition, cultural knowledge, writing ability and
linguistic expertise to provide as true a representation as possible of
the source text.
As Jeff Allen says in his article “An Introduction to Using MT
Software” (page 8), “human translators are not robots who simply
perform word-to-word conversions to produce the translated text.”
Allen also warns that clients “should not base translation conclusions simply and only on a back-translation technique. Yet the
backtranslation method can show the potential terms to focus on
during your evaluation.” Such “hot spots” as names and terms specific to an industry or business may be translated literally (MultiLingual Computing becoming multilingual counting), and these terms
would have to be added to a translation tool’s dictionary. The back
translations in these scenarios exist as indicators of “gist translation”accuracy.
In any translation, the quality of content, time-to-market and
cost all benefit from having an in-country reviewer in place from
the start who can provide a prompt and accurate review.
Each scenario produces a result that can fit a particular set of
translation needs. As Corinne McKay points out in “How to Be an
Educated Translation Consumer” (page 3), the first question to
ask is not “How much will it cost?” but “What is the purpose of
this translation?” Ω

More than 1,300 language-related
companies, associations and other organizations are listed in 35 categories
under Industry Resources on the MultiLingual Computing website (http://www
.multilingual.com/industryResources).
Categories related to this guide include:
Automated translation
Interpreting
Localization services
Project management

Trade associations
Translation services
Translation tools
Website globalization
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The Changing Face of
Translation Pr oject Management
John Fr eivalds
“So what made you decide to choose
our company?” I asked the translation manager of an international firm that had just
chosen our New York firm to do a major
translation project for them.
“Irena” was the answer. Irena was a
Russian grandmother in her sixties and the
consummate project manager at the firm
where I worked. She was skilled and passionate about her work, and she cared for
clients as if they were her grandchildren.
There were several of these Russian grandmothers twenty years ago when I first
entered the business. All have since retired.
But at the time I found myself selling the
grandmother’s service orientation as much
as the company’s abilities in translation.
When we look at good project management in our industry today, we need to look
not only at the tools which seem to dominate
the workplace that are now developed,
employed and advertised, but also at the spirit
of the people doing the work. Project managers
have to do more than they ever did. Clients
have cut back their staffs who handle the work
and have “outsourced” more than they ever did
to translation and localization vendors. These
vendors are, in turn, put under increased cost
pressure to get more done with less. And they
must still find time to smile and be concerned
the way Irena was.
Michel Schnorf is a Swiss-born project
manager with P.H. Brink, a firm which started
in 1977. They still have people who can
remember the Irenas of another era, which is
why we chose to look at their operations.
Schnorf believes that project managers can
do at least two to three times more today than
they could ten years ago. He notes, “We went
from shoe leather to software as the main
project management tool. Instead of running
back and forth in the office and making
innumerable calls to make things run
smoothly, we developed our own software to
make the work more automatic and consequently more error free.”
If you look at Yahoo, there are 1.1 million entries under “project management,”
and if you look at “translation project management,” there are 140,000. So, there is a lot

of material to look at. Schnorf lists these
requirements for good project management:
having good tools and having good people
who have a service orientation, who have
excellent communication skills; who pay
attention to detail; who anticipate client
needs; who are proactive, flexible and
resourceful; and who are problem solvers.

Having Good Tools
Irena, with all her care and devotion,
couldn’t manage today even if she spent the
night because of the volume of work. Translation memory has made a huge difference
as well as the workflow tools that companies
have developed which may fall under the
rubric of “workflow.” In P.H. Brink’s case it
is OTTO.
“We still have Irenas around here,” Jeff
Brink, CEO of P.H. Brink, told me after I told
him my Irena story. “But now they can use
OTTO to manage projects. This software,
developed in-house, is available to clients for
no charge (a common industry practice) and
not for sale. It integrates content management systems with the translation process
and is customized for each client. It handles
everything including invoicing. This is no
small matter as I once lost a million-dollarplus contract with Procter and Gamble
(P&G) when project managers at another
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firm couldn’t get hundreds of invoices out on
time or when they went out they were just
plain wrong. The translation we did was
good, but the invoicing was lousy. Actually
the term P&G used was ‘incomprehensible.’”
Brink adopted the now-common
industry practice of branding each of its
workflow concepts. Schnorf says that these
new tools provide a tighter structure for
clients to submit documents for translations.
This reduces problems of getting corrupted
files or formats submitted from different
locations. “This tool can handle five jobs that
are 2,000 words each or 2,000 jobs that are
five words each,” notes Schnorf. “The tools
we use give us a clear path for all stages of the
job from the moment the original document
comes in to the moment the file is transmitted back to the client.”

Having Good People:
What to Look for
Service orientation. My favorite service
story comes from Fred Granai, once an inhouse translation manager at Lexmark in
Lexington, Kentucky. He would get up and go
to work at 3:00 a.m. so his colleagues in
Europe could call him during their work
hours. Of course, Fred got to go home early,
but this kept the people in Europe happy, as
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they always wanted the language work to
be managed out of Europe, not out of Lexington, Kentucky.
Excellent communication skills. Project management is a tension-filled job. You
have to keep your cool even when you get a
bunch of corrupted files for translation and
the person who sent them to you just went
on vacation.
“Providing clients with mutually agreed
terms is another way to keep communications

TRANSLATION
on track,” notes Brink. With tools, a project manager can spend more quality time
with a client, rather than chasing down all
of the details.
The key here, according to Schnorf, is
setting expectations and the scope of the
project before it begins. The client’s expectations have to match what you agreed to do.
Assume nothing and communicate everything
are the operative words that project managers
have to convey, according to Schnorf.
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Schnorf has to gently nudge clients
when translations go out for review. A client’s
overseas staff has to be convinced that
professionals, not college students, did the
translation and that the corrections to be
made should be more technical than stylistic.
More importantly, the message has to be
communicated that everything takes time.
Attention to detail. Schnorf notes, “I
think attention to detail is an inherited skill.
Some people are better at details than others.” Candidates for project management are
people who can spot accents out of place or
borders maligned and hundreds of other
tedious details.
Anticipate client needs. Rarely will
you find a translation or localization manager who has held his or her post in a company for a number of years. There are a few
people such as Inna Geller of Medtronic
who are off the learning curve. It seems as if
a translation firm has to bring all of the
client’s people up to speed as staffing has
been cut back or even outsourced.
At one major telecommunications firm
the in-house translation and localization
group survived yet another cutback. But
most of the people who previously sent them
work had been replaced. So, the firm had to
go out and find out who the new people were
and let them know what problems they
would face once the work started to flow.
Schnorf notes that one of the biggest
issues in anticipating a client’s needs is scheduling. Most have not had a lot of experience
with translation and localization. They simply don’t have a real good idea on how long
the process will take.
Proactive, flexible, resourceful. The last
thing a client wants to hear is “We can’t get it
done.” I once got a major assignment from
UPS to translate five pieces of documentation relating to the launch of their international service in May for a project that had to
be done by August 26. The project manager
calculated how much time and what new
office space would be required to do the job.
We also had to pay extra to have the entire
office building air conditioned on weekends
and cots brought in. Don’t worry, though.
The project managers involved in this got a
Caribbean cruise when the work was done.
Problem solver. The first thing a project
manager has to do is to realize before anyone
else that there is a problem — and then not to
find whom to blame but what are the potential ways to solve that problem.
A lot of this might seem “old hat,” as we
say in American English. But in an era dominated by attention to new tools, we should
not forget and appreciate who actually will
use them. Ω
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In-house or Fr eelance?
A Translator ’s V iew
Nancy A. Locke
The art of translation has always appealed
to those who would work freelance. Well
before the advent of the PC, internet and
electronic delivery systems, a translator could
work comfortably from home surrounded
by dictionaries, thesauri and fat, wellthumbed references. New technology has
only made freelance a more viable professional choice.
Even before globalization made its way
into the daily lexicon, in-house translation
positions at agencies or within the linguistic
services department of companies for whom
translation is not a core activity provided a
professional option for those who preferred a
more structured and social setting and more
job security. The translation service sector,
once characterized by small to medium-sized
businesses, now includes a handful of industrial-strength, full-service language services
providers who offer yet another option to
language professionals, translators, terminologists and editors, comfortable with state-ofthe-art and ever-changing technologies.
Despite, and perhaps because of, the
rapid evolution of the industry, a reliable
profile of the language services industry
remains elusive. Most sources for this article
confirmed, however, that freelance translators outnumber in-house by a large margin.

Most Ar e Independent
Contractors
According to Walter Bacak, executive
director of the American Translators Association (ATA), 10% of ATA members work
in-house, 4% work in government and 6%
work in academia. Fully 70% of the members surveyed identified themselves as
independent contractors (full-time and
part-time). Small business owners make up
the balance of ATA membership.
In 2003, the ATA published a salary
survey that goes a long way to describing a
profile of its membership. According to
Bacak, “we are currently getting ready to
conduct the survey again. The survey should
be conducted early in 2005 with the results

published in the third edition of the
Translation and Interpreting Compensation
Survey in the summer of 2005.” Details
about the survey are available on the ATA
website (http://www.atanet.org).
In Canada, a survey conducted by the
Ordre des traducteurs, terminologues et
interprètes agréés du Québec (OTTIAQ) in
2002 produced roughly the same split as the
ATA survey. Of the 369 responses, 75% of the
members identified themselves as freelancers.

The in-house translator’s list
vs. the freelancer’s —
perhaps from a freelancer’s
perspective

According to Johanne
Boucher, recently-elected
president of the Association de l’industrie de la
langue/Language Industry Association (AILIA),
certain important factors need to be considered when
evaluating the results. “Because Québec and
Ontario are the hub of the translation activity,”
she says, “these stats may be biased and do not
allow us to conclude that the rest of Canada is
split the same way.”
When asked if the per-project production/profit model favored by the industry
accounts for the large numbers of freelancers, Boucher admitted that such a model
could play a role. Boucher, who heads the
linguistics services department in the
Montréal office of American Express, said,
“Except for translation companies, the
translation activity is not the core business
of any industrial sector. For example,
American Express is not in the translation
business, so why would it want to invest in
permanent resources?”
Since statistics may not tell the whole
story, anecdotal information sheds more
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light on the advantages and disadvantages of
both the in-house and freelance professional
lives of translators.

In-house Translators
Have Mor e Security
Financial security ranks high on the list
of reasons to translate in-house. While inhouse positions may pay less per year than a
freelancer can earn in a “fat” year, a regular
paycheck and the perks (for instance, insurance, paid leave and vacations,
education benefits and
retirement funds) are an
attractive combination.
The fact that in-house
translators needn’t concern themselves with a
whole range of costs eliminates an important stress
factor that freelancers endure. In addition, for inhouse translators job security
equals financial legitimacy.
After working freelance,
Claudine Bertrand accepted a
full-time in-house translation
position “essentially, to get a
mortgage loan!” Recently hired to
direct the localization certificate program
at Université de Montréal, Bertrand, in an
e-mail interview, wrote, “As a freelancer and
single parent, it was not easy to convince
the bank that I was financially solvent.
Shortly after being hired in-house, I arrived
at the bank armed with my pay stub and, as
if by magic, the doors opened wide. The
bank offered me a loan without asking
another question.”
There is a downside to all this security:
boredom. “A lack of motivation and increasing dissatisfaction” motivated Bertrand to
consider resuming a freelance career after
several years translating in-house for a pharmaceutical company. “One covers the terrain,
delimited by the company, fairly quickly,” she
said. “You gain a certain competence level,
and then you stay there.”
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Fr eelancers Run
The in-house environment, she said, stiin hokey corporate cruises, teambuilding
fled “innovation, creativity and intellectual
events, volleyball and company picnics.”
Their Own Businesses
stimulation.” She allowed that the same probShe does miss paid leave and employerably holds true for other professions. She still
As Nielsen’s experience illustrates,
subsidized health insurance programs, parbelieves, however, that language professionfreelance translators shoulder burdens that
ticularly since she has seen her earning power
als, because they readily wear a variety of
in-house translators do not. Translation
diminish. “I work for less now than I did
hats, can best put their skills to good use
remains the core business, but business
eight years ago, the deadlines have become
“outside of a rigid environment with comimperatives occupy an important place in a
tighter and the workload has increased.” CAT
partmentalized job descriptions.”
freelancer’s worklife.
tools are one reason for the decline. “Many
Birgit Nielsen, like
Beyond the mastery of
Bertrand, has worked both
translation methodology, a
in-house and as a freefreelancer must budget, price,
lancer. She currently transacquire and maintain both
lates from English to
hardware and software. A
German and works freefreelancer must hire an accountlance from her home in
ant, a lawyer from time to
Oregon. Her clients are
time and an IT support guru.
primarily language services
Training and professional develproviders. She also writes
opment represent another
fiction and nonfiction. Her
important cost.
most recent title, Steeped:
To guard against disaster,
insurance may be necessary.
In the World of Tea, was
François Abraham’s workplace in Québec
Freelancer Birgit Nielsen
The ATA offers professional
published by Interlink.
liability insurance at group rates to its memFrom 1999 until the tech bubble burst in
companies — now familiar with CAT tools
bers. OTTIAQ requires insurance as a condi2001, Nielsen worked in-house in high tech.
— no longer pay for fuzzy matches, so addition of membership.
As a writer/translator, she enjoyed the opportional work time for producing a final localtunity “to be more involved in the whole
Oddly, few of the freelance sources conized version of text falls through the cracks
process of building text.” She added, “I felt I
sulted for this article dwelled on these costs
and goes unpaid.”
unless asked specific questions. Mostly, they
had a deeper understanding and more input
Due to lower per-word rates and skyfocused on freedom. Freedom to organize
into shaping the translation to suit the needs
rocketing insurance costs, Nielsen can no
of the customers, to discuss the purpose of
their time, to choose projects and to work
longer afford to pay health-care premiums.
the text with document authors and to let
“far from the madding crowd” and corporate
Still, when asked if she would accept a perthem know about cultural issues.”
cube farms top the list of reasons freelancers
manent in-house position in translation,
forgo the financial security of in-house jobs.
Ultimately, however, Nielsen found the
her answer is short and unequivocal: Never.
Anne-Marie Taravella, who specializes in
corporate “cube” culture untenable. As a
“I would only consider working for nonmarketing texts but hopes to one day translate
freelancer, she says, “I don’t have to take part
profit organizations.”
academic works, sums up her idea of freedom
this way: “I have the right to say ‘no.’ ”
After just two years of carefully identifying her needs and strengths then developing a client base accordingly, Taravella
has regular customers that offer her the
short-term projects she favors and readily
understand that she can not always accept
a contract. Taravella steers clear of language services providers and translation
agencies that, in order to ensure a profit
margin, generally pay lower rates.
She does miss the camaraderie, exchange
and support that a shared work place engenders. While she prepares for her master’s
degree in translation at Concordia University
in Montréal, however, the flexibility of a freelance career outweighs this disadvantage.
François Abraham personifies the ideal
of the freelance life. He lives in Saint Sophie
in the Laurentien Mountains north of
Montréal. Close enough to attend client
meetings and participate in industry events,
but far enough from the urban hustlebustle to work “surrounded by trees,”
Abraham appreciates the fact that he doesn’t
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QA-Distiller:
Automated Translation
Quality Control

Medical Translations
in Italian

Ycomm Europe is a technical documentation services
provider with a strong focus on quality. Our customers
already benefit from our integrated quality approach,
but we also offer Translation Quality Control as a separate service! Have your translation memories checked,
before the "garbage in, garbage out" downslide starts,
or send us your (test) translations to get an objective
vendor evaluation. And of course, QA Distiller™ is also
available as a stand-alone application. More info on
www.QA-Distiller.com

Euro Translations is an international team of experts.
Our skills not only cover the languages we translate, but
also extend into specific technical or scientific fields.
We combine computer translation technology with experienced human translators to fulfill the language needs of
customers and offer timely cost-effective solutions. We
serve manufacturers of medical devices, instruments,
IVD, pharmaceutical companies, local and international
medical organizations and medical publishers.
Call, e-mail us or visit our website for further information.

Ycomm Europe NV

Euro Translations s.a.s.

Maaltecenter Blok G, Derbystraat 365
9051 Gent (SDW), Belgium
32-9-245-48-31 • Fax: 32-9-245-48-32
info@ycomm-europe.com
http://www.ycomm-europe.com

Viale della Resistenza n. 2
10028 Trofarello (TO), Italy
39-011-6496520 • Fax: 39-011-6496521
info@eurotranslations.it
http://www.eurotranslations.it

need a car to commute to the job and, of
course, when contracts permit, he can sleep
in a little later.
Since Abraham has been a freelance
translator for eight years, language service
providers dominate his client list. Ideally, he
would like to work directly with the developers of the texts he translates. He did not cite
the rate differential as a reason. Rather, his
interest lies in improved communication
and tighter collaboration with developers, a
relationship often compromised by the
intervention of an intermediary.
Solitude, even in a bucolic setting, can
sometimes weigh heavy. Like Taravella, he
misses the teamwork that an in-house position provides. He asserts that the isolation
and the need to wear several hats “are significant stress factors that age one faster.”
He worries that he won’t be able to maintain the pace necessary to produce the volume and the quality necessary to succeed as
a freelancer. “I don’t see myself doing this at
60,” he says.
Despite the stress, Abraham says that
working freelance permits him to deliver a
level of quality that makes him proud.
Pride in his work is essential. Freelancing
permits him to set certain standards, often
higher than what the market demands, that

correspond with the personal measures
that he values.
He would like to have more time to hone
his skills and increase his knowledge base. To
that end, he thinks it important that freelancers organize in a more formal way to
exchange ideas.

Two Concer ns
They Have in Common
Freelance or in-house, two issues concern language professionals.
First of all, they all point to an underappreciation of their work in a professional
environment increasingly defined by impossible deadlines and the bottom line.
Nielsen describes the dilemma: “We
also constantly had to work harder to meet
the release deadlines for localized products,
while the English language product was
endlessly delayed or repeatedly changed,
resulting in a crunch on foreign language
release deadlines. The impression was that
the English product mattered and the foreign releases didn’t.”
Karine Besson, a freelance technical
writer and translator who lives in Montréal, provides a telling example. She once
21
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NCS Enterprises, L.L.C.
Translation Services
NCS offers global business communication in foreign
language translation, software/website localization,
desktop publishing, cross-cultural consulting, and simultaneous or consecutive interpretation.
Detailed project management and specialized computer tools increase efficiency and quality. NCS uses
only native-speaker professional translators and editors
with industry-specific knowledge in the translation’s
field. The preliminary translation is sent to a separate
native-speaker translator for editing. DTP projects are
sent for an additional language proofreading, as well as
layout proofreading.

NCS Enterprises, L.L.C.
1222 Hope Hollow Road, 2nd Floor
Carnegie, PA 15106
412-278-4590 • Fax: 412-278-4595
info@ncs-pubs.com • http://www.ncs-pubs.com
received an invitation to a kick-off meeting. The project plan was included as an
attachment. In it, she learned that development had been allotted 40 days and five or
more resources. A quality assurance stage
got two weeks. User documentation development and translation? One resource for
one day scheduled 48 hours prior to the golive date.
The second concern is quality. Language
professionals are sticklers. They care deeply
about the quality of the work they produce as
well as the quality of the environment in
which they produce.
An indisputable fact: While translation
bloopers get readers rolling in the aisles, the best
translation goes unnoticed. The source text, the
original and authentic stuff, grabs the glory and
the lion’s share of budget. By extension, translators — whether they work in-house or freelance — work in nearly total obscurity.
Whether the increased demand for language services occasioned by globalization
will raise the profile of language professionals and of the value they add remains to be
seen. What is clear, however, is that language
professionals have no doubts about the
importance of their contribution to human
communications — regardless of the career
paths they choose. Ω
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Educating Translation Clients
John Fr eivalds
The good translation project managers I
have known are proactive and not reactive.
The client is always right, but you can always
help him or her do a better job. We have listed
elsewhere the tactical characteristics that a
project manager should have. But in addition, project managers have to do a very
strategic duty, which is educating the clients
as to what translation and localization are.
At Lucent Globalization Solutions, the
in-house localization provider at Lucent
Technologies, the project management staff
prepared a “translation manual” for the company’s technical writers so that the material
they provided would be easier to translate.
At the Allen Bradley Division of Rockwell
International, the in-house translation project
management staff prepared a ten-part series on
preparing documentation and writing in general for the international marketplace.

Project managers at service providers
have to constantly deal with these kinds of
issues. Here are some examples.

Translating Popcor n
People from the company that makes
Act II microwave popcorn walked in the
door of one translation firm and asked if
the company would translate snack food and
family size into French so they could launch
popcorn into the French market. The project manager for this job said, “No! The
French don’t snack, and there is no such
thing as family size. We won’t do it.”
Of course, Act II went elsewhere and
launched their product, which failed for the
reason that the project manager brought out.

Fr equent Flyers
American Airlines wanted all of its frequent flyer materials translated into several
languages, all of which had accents. American was using an IBM AS400 system that
wasn’t totally compatible with the software
my company was using. So whenever the
copy was sent back to American, everything
went through without the accents. American’s project manager for this extensive
project got on the phone with ours along
with a person from IT. She told him that
until we figured out how to correct this
glitch, we would have to send him some
codes for the accents to show where they
needed to be added. The IT guy thought for
a moment and then added, “Couldn’t you
just write the copy with words that don’t
have any accents?”

Mor e Than a Phrase
The advertising agency for FedEx came
to a translation project manager wanting the
phrase It’s not just a package, it’s your business
translated into 16 languages. The project
manager for the ad agency said, “Let’s see.
That’s eight words and you charge 25 cents a
word times 16 languages. Two dollars a language times 16 is $32, so let’s be generous and
give you $100 for all 16!”
The project manager couldn’t believe her
ears. She was quick on her feet and asked,
“How much did you pay to have that phrase
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It’s not just a package, it’s your business translated into English?
“Thousands,” was the reply. “Researching,
writing, focus groups and so on.”
“Each of the 16 languages is different,
and a direct translation won’t work. It doesn’t
even work in British English.”
The project manager educated the ad
type and agreed to a price of $800 a language.

Happy What?
If project managers handle big projects
for clients, they will inevitably get some
small but important jobs for “lint.” This
happened to a translation project manager
doing work for one of the world’s largest
travel agencies.
Christmas and New Year’s were coming,
and they wanted to know how to say Happy
Holidays in ten languages. The translations
were done and sent to the client indicating
the greeting and the language. The project
manager said, “Please send us the proof
before you send out 10,000 holiday cards.”
“Don’t worry. Our guys won’t screw it
up,” was the reply.
The project manager didn’t get to see
the proof. Instead, 10,000 cards were sent out
all wrong. The client’s graphic arts department managed to get the words messed up
so that where you had a German word starting a Happy Holidays greeting, it ended with
a Spanish word and so forth. To wit: Frohe
Fiesta or Bonne Kerstagen or Felices Festa.
The word soon got back to the company
from people who received the cards. The
client called the project manager and said,
“The translations are all bad. The chairman is
furious. It’s your fault.”

The Moral of These Stories
Even though we keep saying the same
things over and over again — in my case, for
over 20 years — new people are always coming into the translation and localization
arena who have to be educated. And although
conventional wisdom dictates that to lower
translation costs you cut the prices paid to
vendors or your in-house localization group,
huge savings can occur by educating everyone who submits documentation for translation and localization. Ω
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more complex. Leaders in the development
of these systems explain how they work and
how they work together.

Inter nationalization
Making software ready for the international market requires more than just a good
idea. How does an international developer
prepare a product for multiple locales? Will
the pictures and colors you select for a user
interface in France be suitable for users in
Brazil? Elements such as date and currency
formats sound like simple components, but
developers who ignore the many international variants find that their products may
be unusable. You’ll find sound ideas and
practical help in every issue.
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How can you make your product look
and feel as if it were built in another country for users of that language and culture?
How do you choose a localization service
vendor? Developers and localizers offer
their ideas and relate their experiences with
practical advice that will save you time and
money in your localization projects.
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the challenges of computing in various languages, explain and update encoding
schemes and evaluate software and systems. Other articles focus on particular
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of multilingual computing.
Nine times a year, readers of MultiLingual Computing & Technology explore
language technology and its applications,
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